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Who would you choose . . . Mahanayak Uttam Kumar or the acting genius Utpal Dutta? Whose
beauty and magnificence would you worship on screen . . . Suchitra Sen or Rituparna Sengupta?
Whose comic presence would you loose your lungs to . . . Robi Ghosh or Keshto Mukherjee and
whose Villainy and debauchery would you soulfully condemn . . . Bikash Ray or Biplab Chatterjee . .
. the length and breadth of Bengali movies is too vast and too broad when it comes to raking actors
as â€˜better than the bestâ€™. Actors in Tollywood in Kolkata have made history, broken records and
marked new heights as far as making quality movies and producing quality acting skills is concerned.

Bengali movies have been around ever since movies per se, made its entry into the Indian market of
entertainment. In fact, huge number films of the early days, had been remade into Hindi Movies that
circulated through out the nation. So did a number of bengali movie stars, who made their way from
regional film to national films altogether. Such was the quality and skill of acting of Bengali actors
that a certain phase in the history of Indian cinema was ruled only by them. Be it directorial
endeavors or outright excellence in screen presence, actors and directors in Tollywood in Kolkata
have always maintained their stand.

When it comes to choosing the best actor in Kolkata, the decision would certainly be unanimous . . .
â€˜Uttam Kumarâ€™. The charm of this great actor will never diminish in the history of movie industry, and
stars of the present day or the upcoming stars of the near future are also not expected to come
anywhere close to his brilliance. However, there are many who may argue that no one knew acting
better than Utpal Dutta. He was versatility personified. Not only could he play the good guy on
screen with perfection, he had also introduced the combination of villainy and comedy to the
masses.

Good actors are produced out of great directors, which The Bengali movie industry has in plenty.
There were the days of Hrishikesh Mukherjee and Satyajit Ray when miracles was made on screen.
People flooded in to witness the directorial genius and actors in Tollywood in Kolkata waited and
prayed to be a part of their ventures. These movies produced over five decades ago are still
cherished by the present day audience. People would rather choose to miss their every day soaps
than miss these movies when they are featured at a certain hour on TV. So may of these have been
made and remade not just in Hindi, but also in various other regional languages, to spread over to
the millions around the country.

Directors in Tollywood in Kolkata at present are also into making quality movies that would be
remembered for a long time to come. A renowned and highly skilful director like Rituparno Sengupta
has made some of the best movies of the present time.
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Biplab Chatterjee - About Author:
a Biplab Chatterjee in Kolkata is not only a renowned actor in the Bengali film industry with
innumerable fims to his credit, but he is also a well known political figure too. To know more about a
Biplab Chatterjee in politics in Kolkata, please visit:a http://www.biplabchatterjee.com/
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